Alternator 2009 honda accord

The battery in your Honda is constantly supplying power to the vital systems of the car, even
when the engine isn't running. When you turn the ignition key to the "Start" position, electrical
power is supplied to the starter, and the engine turns over. The alternator in your Honda
provides the electrical power to your vehicle after the engine starts. Testing the charging
system of the Honda presents some difficulties, but this project is still within the abilities of a
well-equipped weekend mechanic. The battery in the Honda is located on the passenger's side
rear of the engine compartment or on the driver's side front of the engine compartment. Locate
the battery and pull back the protective rubber terminal covers. Touch the red test lead of the
meter to the positive battery terminal and the black test lead of the meter to the negative battery
terminal. The voltage displayed on the meter should be above If the voltage is low, charge the
battery before further testing. Test for battery voltage at the alternator on the charging lug
located on the back of the alternator. The charging lug will have a large gauge wire, covered by
a rubber boot, bolted to it that supplies power to the rest of the vehicle when the engine is
running. Touch the red test lead to the charging lug and the black test lead to the engine block.
If no voltage is present at the charging lug, replace the charge fuse located in the under-hood
fuse block. If the fuse blows immediately, check the ignition switch for melted contacts. Start
the engine, and touch the red and black test leads to the battery. If the alternator is functioning
properly, the voltage displayed on the meter will be around If the voltage displayed is the same
or less than battery voltage, replace the alternator. Lee Sallings is a freelance writer from Fort
Worth, Texas. Specializing in website content and design for the automobile enthusiast, he also
has many years of experience in the auto repair industry. He began his writing career
developing and teaching automotive technical training programs. Step 2 Test for battery voltage
at the alternator on the charging lug located on the back of the alternator. A bad alternator can
leave your Honda Accord without power and unable to move. The battery stores enough voltage
to be able to start the engine without the assistance of an alternator. It is turned by a serpentine
belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator, the alternator itself is relatively affordable.
Here are the most common symptoms of a bad alternator in a Honda Accord:. The battery light
is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that
the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. In rare occasions the service engine soon
light may light up. Outside of the battery warning light, a dead battery is the most common
symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator can no longer supply your Accord with an
adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of the reserve in the battery. Once this battery
reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to run erratically and will no longer start when
the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come on, the alternator gets replaced, and then a
few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts store will test your battery for free to see if
it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer able to produce a full powered spark, the
engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find yourself in a position where you suspect that
your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely get off the highway, turn off everything that you
possibly can. That will allow all of the limited voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system.
Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Honda Accord.
As your Accord begins to eat through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will begin
to fade. Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the blower
motor, power windows, and even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when the
alternator is bad. Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to
charge under heavy loads. The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery
drains and you are stuck with a vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an
alternator that is just not quite charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with
almost any multimeter. They should get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is
increasing by almost 2 volts. Now with the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights
get brighter as you increase the RPM? This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in
fact gone bad. This test depends a lot on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It
should not be used in substitute for checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the
life of any vehicle, the alternator is going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your
Accord. If there is anything that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are
the most common symptoms of a bad alternator in a Honda Accord: A typical alternator Battery
Light The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge
the battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of
the battery warning light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim
headlights Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the
Honda Accord. Electric Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of
voltage. Honda Accord Bad Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right away, and some
slowly lose their ability to charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most effective tool for

diagnosing a bad alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the engine off, you
should get a reading somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the alternator was
producing over 14 volts, go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any
other accessory you can think of, and run the same test all over again. Conclusion Over the life
of any vehicle, the alternator is going to go bad. Owners of these cars and SUVs appreciate the
highly engineered quality of DB Electrical alternators for flawless mechanical performance and
longevity. Honda is recognized for being the first Japanese automaker to introduce a luxury
brand with Acura. Check our applications table below for specific makes and models for this
alternator. DB Electrical delivers exceptional value for products that we stand behind with our
total-confidence 1-year warranty. Yes, you have a full year to make sure your alternator meets
your expectations. Customers keep returning because we keep delivering total satisfaction. Our
key to success is selling parts that fit and perform like the originals. It's why so many
mechanics make us their top choice. Remanufactured Alternator for 3. Current Stock:. Quantity:
Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Engineer-Tested Excellence â€” Our alternators go
through a rigorous testing program to ensure optimal performance. Most alternators are
supplied with their final test results and performance curve. Reasons to choose DB Electrical
for your next alternator: Built to Take the Heat â€” Most DB Electrical alternators offer
high-temperature epoxy, heavy-duty rectifiers, high-quality regulators, top-quality bearings and
high-temperature grease produce better charging and longer life under high-heat environments.
Brand New Alternator â€” Never settle for a secondhand refurbished one. Non and International
at checkout or call Customer Reviews. Keeping customers satisfied for over 35 years. Find The
Right Part Use our advanced part finder or search by part number to find your part. S states.
Expert Advice Need help choosing your part? Please contact us for help. Domestic 48
Contiguous States. UPS Ground - Delivery in 2 to 6 business days. Skip to main content Menu.
Close X. Call To Order: Alternator Bearing. Alternator Mount Bracket. Alternator Pulley. Clutch
Starter Safety Switch. Computer Chip Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Crank Position
Sensor. Direct Ignition Coil. Direct Ignition Coil Boot. Direct Ignition Coil Boot Kit. Direct Ignition
Coil Kit. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Generator Drive End Bearing. Ignition Coil. Ignition Coil
Kit. Ignition Coil Set. Knock Sensor. Knock Sensor Connector. Reference Sensor. Spark Plug.
Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Tube. Spark Plug Tube Seal Set. Starter Bolt. Starter Solenoid. Vapor
Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Valve. Variable
Timing Solenoid. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC
Delco. Pure Energy. WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. API Alternator. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [?
Pure Energy Alternator. Bosch Alternator. Features: Built for extremes! Product List Price:.
Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Denso Alternator. Remanufactured using only OE
Components. Subjected to rigorous safety and performance tests. Tested to OE standards and
re-packed with OE-grade lubricant. Provides exceptional reliability. Shipping Options: Free
Ground Shipping. TYC Alternator. Remy Alternator. WAI Global Alternator. Image is not vehicle
specific. AC Delco Alternator. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Honda Accord. Catalog: B. Catalog: A.
Vehicle Body Transmission Honda Accord. Catalog: T. Vehicle Honda Accord. Shop online and
order a high-quality alternator replacement here at CarParts. Our Honda Accord alternators are
sourced from the top aftermarket brands in the industry. Each part is manufactured to OE
specifications and went through strict quality tests to give you the best value for your money.
Check out our catalog below, and order your new alternator today! Detecting Problems in Your
Honda Accord Alternator One of the many components that make it possible for your Honda
Accord to operate properly is the alternator. It charges your car's battery and supplies power
into the electrical systems in your vehicle while the engine is running. However, it will not
always be smooth sailing for your Honda Accord alternator. Eventually, it will show signs of
wear or damage and start malfunctioning. So before your alternator problem causes even
greater damage, here are ways to detect some of the common alternator issues:. A quick
method to determine if your alternator is plagued with charging problems is by testing your
headlights. Start your car and turn the headlights on. If the light is dim, the alternator may be
producing just a small amount of power or nothing at all. However, it is still too soon to be
certain of anything. Rev the engine and observe the brightness of the headlights. If they become
brighter, it means that there is insufficient current coming from the alternator when the car is at
idle and that the alternator is unable to keep the battery properly charged. But if the brightness
of the headlights remains with the same intensity, your alternator is fine. Testing the voltage of
your alternator can make it easier for you to verify if the alternator is already malfunctioning.
Use a voltmeter to determine if it is generating enough current. Simply connect it to the car's
battery terminals. The reading should be around You may also need to inspect the alternator,
especially the drive belt. A damaged or worn belt may also cause reduced voltage. What usually

happens is that the once the belt gets damaged, it tends to slip on the alternator's pulley wheel.
This condition is referred to as belt slippage, and it is often coupled with a squealing sound. If
such problem is ignored, the alternator could malfunction and eventually cause the battery to
die out. You may want to check the three plates in the alternator, which can be found across a
winding of copper wires. The alternator is able to produce power because of these plates, which
need to be rotated. They actually fail one at a time, which causes a decrease in power output.
Eventually, when all the plates have failed, it could lead to battery and ignition system failure.
Your Honda Accord is equipped with an alternator, a device responsible for charging your car's
battery. Also, it supplies the appropriate amount of electricity required by other components
such as the radio, heater, and automotive lights while the engine is running. A faulty alternator
may cause problems in these parts, which can cause a great deal of inconvenience to you. But
more importantly, you may experience difficulty in starting and driving your car, preventing it to
fully operate. Here are tips on how to keep your Honda Accord alternator functioning well:.
Using a voltmeter, test your alternator if it is producing enough voltage. When you start the car,
make sure that all accessories are turned off and the engine is at idle. The alternator should be
connected to the battery terminals, and its reading should be around 14 volts. Then, you would
have to add other electrical devices that are powered by the alternator. If the reading drops
below 12 volts, your alternator is definitely not doing a good job. Check the bolts, nuts, and
belts for defects. The alternator belt should not be too tight or else the bearings in the alternator
might burn out. Look out for alternator belt dust in front of the engine, too. Make sure that your
alternator is clean and the air vent holes are open. Excessive heat can cause your alternator to
fail completely. You might want to purchase a cooling fin kit to address this issue. Look into the
pulleys as well and make sure they are properly aligned with the alternator. You can easily
check it by looking along the drive belt. Also, watch out for nicks or gouges on the pulleys.
Check the cables connecting the battery and the alternator. Make sure that there are no signs of
corrosion on them and that they are not loose. If you find the battery to be in good condition
upon your visual inspection, try charging the battery then take off the jumper cables. If it dies,
you most likely have a faulty alternator, which you must replace immediately. We've Made a Site
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for you to verify if the alternator is already malfunctioning. Other tips You may want to check
the three plates in the alternator, which can be found across a winding of copper wires. Helpful
Automotive Resources. Plus, the alternator charges the battery at the same time. Bad Alternator
vs. Bad Battery Are you confused yet? Alternator Voltage Regulation Explained with Wiring
Diagrams Some classic cars have electromechanical regulators, while modern production
vehicles use either an electronic regulator or a computer sometimes both. The design of the
regulator affects the entire layout of the charging system. How The Alternator and Charging
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it

running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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